Revision of the guidance for the FY 2019
Pesaro, 21st June 2019
As highlighted by the sector studies regarding the Biesse industries of reference (Acimall, VDMA,
UCIMU) – surveys moreover confirmed by the official and unofficial orders intake data stated by the
main competitors of the Group, the first 5 months of the 2019 have seen a considerable coolness of the
demand, after a positive cycle lasted 4 years (2015-2018).
In particular, for this wide sample basket of markets/companies, the negative delta between the 2019
new orders compared to the same period 2018 is amounting on average around -15% (with a peak of 19% communicated the last March by the main Biesse competitor in wood).
Despite the great Biesse performance during the LIGNA fair (Hannover, 27-31 May, more than 40 mln.
of Euro of signed orders, confirming our offer and sale organization excellence), the Group can’t shirk
this slowdown dynamics and the Board of Directors intends prudently rectify the guidance for the FY
2019 lowering the forecast for consolidated sales and margins.
Given that the actual demand volatility is making extremely aleatory any estimate, the consolidated sales
are - at present - expected to be in a range of 680-690 mln of Euro and the EBITDA in a range of 62-65
mln of Euro. The Group is anyway forecasting for the current year, despite the revision above mentioned,
a positive Net Financial Position.
For what is concerning the levels of the projected marginality for the FY 2019, it is good to reiterate that
the Group will is to protect the investments regarding organization, products and markets in which it
operates, being sure that this is the correct path to re-confirm our world leadership as soon as the
demand will start again.
In the end, the consensus regarding the world economy trend for the next 12-18 months remains
uncertain due to the widespread political and economic instability pervading the markets; consequently
there is an objective complexity to read the demand for the three years plan 2019-2021.
So, with this state of the things, we can only assume a shift to the FY 2022 of the targets originally fixed
for the FY 2021.
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